Why learn Spanish?

- Be able to communicate in the world’s second language (400 million of native speakers and the world’s second lingua franca)
- Give your career a push by improving your employment potential
- Gain access to a world of culture: art, dance, music, literature, film...
- Unlock a world of travel destinations, from the Caribbean to Patagonia, from Madrid to Los Angeles (Spanish is the US’s second language)
- Prepare for study abroad opportunities
- Have fun with our Spanish Club, which organises language exchange sessions, trips, film sessions, gastronomic activities, dance sessions and more!

What we offer

The programme is structured according to the international standards of the CEFRL, and it is designed from a communication-oriented approach, so that you are able to interact in Spanish from the very first day.

All lessons are intended to be aimed at clear communication objectives that will be obtained through the practice of linguistic and cultural skills. Such skills will always be developed comprehensively and in context, offering you a wide panorama of the social and cultural reality of the Spanish speaking countries.

Extracurricular activities, open to everybody:

Our Spanish Club organises:
- Language exchange sessions
- Trips
- Film sessions
- Gastronomic activities
- Music events
- …and more coming soon!
Spanish is a romance language that originated in Spain and that today has hundreds of millions of native-speakers around the world.

Spanish is one of the six official languages of the United Nations, and it is used as an official language by the European Union, the Organization of American States, the Union of South American Nations, and the African Union, among many other international organizations.

Spanish is the official or national language in Spain, Equatorial Guinea, and 19 countries in the Americas. Because of its vast geographical distribution, Spanish is the key to access cultures as diverse as those of Mexico, Argentina, Spain or Cuba.

**Structure of the programme**

- **Elementary** - Spanish 1 and Spanish 2
- **Intermediate** - Spanish 3 and Spanish 4 (To be offered in 2016/2017)
- **Advanced** - Spanish 5 and Spanish 6 (To be offered in 2017/2018)

Our immersion programme takes place yearly at the University of Salamanca (Spain) during the month of June. It offers a two-week intensive language course, packed with educational and cultural activities. Different types of accommodation (homestay/student residence) are available.

**Entry requirements:**

- There are no special entry requirements for the Spanish language modules
- The pre-requisite for higher level modules is a pass in the previous module
- Students with previous knowledge of the language will take a placement test

**For enquiries, please contact:**

Ms Nina Melero (Programme Convenor) at clsmimc@nus.edu.sg
Ms Lim Min Chin at clslmc@nus.edu.sg